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H I S T OR Y

CONSTRUCTION, THE ESSENCE OF THREE GENERATIONS...

Based in the Aravis since generations, the Pollet-Villard family has a reputation of qualitative entrepreneur and excellence
in construction.
The group finds it roots in La Clusaz in the real estate development in 1979 when more than 1200 housingare built. Ten
years later, Gaston Pollet-Villard launches out into the construction of a tourist residence called La Résidence with its 86
apartments.
The entrepreneur is then interested in the hotel business which begins with the opening of the hotel Beauregard**** in 1992,
quickly followed by the hotel l’Alpen Roc***. Joined by his son Olivier in 2009, a new chapter begins with the construction
of the first and unique 5 star-hotel of La Clusaz: Au Cœur du Village***** - Relais & Châteaux followed in 2010 by the
acquisition of the hotel Christiania***.
By understanding that needs are increasing, they open a new tourist residence, Les Grandes Alpes**** then in December
2016, Les Cimes*****.
In 2013, they settle towards the shores of lake Annecy and acquire the iconic hotel Impérial Palace
also a Casino and a Congress Center of Annecy.

. A mythical hotel and
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In 2015, the group starts a new activity with the opening of the first Chalet providing hotel services in La Clusaz:
the Chalet Le Coeur*****. Quickly followed by the Chalet Les Cimes*****, the Chalet Le Bossonnet***** and in 2018 the
Chalet La Douceur***** and the brand Les Chalets is created.
Eager to surprise, the group opens in December 2017 the Bowling, in the center of La Clusaz which expandies the following
year.
Winter 2020-2021 saw the Chalets offer complemented by Chalet Le Beauregard*****, next to the hotel Beauregard and at
the start of the Bossonnet slope.
During the summer of 2021, it’s PVG group’s new Annecy address, the Pélican**** hotel, opened its doors, an eco-responsible
building on the banks of Lake Annecy.
Always seeking new projects, since July 2022, Imperial Bay has been welcoming its clients on the shores of the lake, with a
beach, restaurant, rooftop, bar and... nightclub !

Gaston & Olivier Pollet-Vilard
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Impérial Palace

Le Pélican

H O T ELS

EACH HOTEL HAS ITS OWN UNIVERSE AND IDENTITY...

Our hotels are the reflection of our constructions: luxury, authenticity and expertise. From 3 stars to 5 stars - Relais &
Châteaux, all our establishments are thought, imagined and conceived...
MONTAIN SIDE...
Au Cœur du Village***** Relais & Châteaux
Built in an authentic chalet style, it subtly associates materials and equipments of contemporary luxury with traditional
charm. Fine cuisine, spa with treatment rooms, care and attention in all services: guests are welcomed in a stylish and
intimate atmosphere, next to the ski slopes departure and the center of the village.

Au Coeur du Village

Beauregard****
Opened all year round, it has the privilege to be next to the ski slopes and offers, from the balcony of each guestroom,
an open view over the slopes or the village. The wellness area has a majestic swimming-pool, sauna and hammam to
ensure a relaxing break in a pure moment of pleasure.

Beauregard

Alpen Roc***
At the heart of the village, a few steps away from the shops and the ski trails departure, it offers a magnificent view on
mountains and village which we can especially be enjoyed from the restaurant and the panoramic bar. All-including
formula and access to the wellness area come to perfect the stay.
Christiania***
A few rooms only for this traditional hotel located in the heart of the village. Holiday-makers and locals share authentic
moments all the year in its restaurant.
LAKE SIDE...

Alpen Roc

Impérial Palace****
Iconic building of Annecy, its Edwardian facade thrones on the shores of the Lake Annecy for more than 100 years and
offers to his visitors an amazing landscape. Completely renovated since its purchase in 2013 by Groupe PVG, rooms offer
comfort and luminosity, the food and beverage outlet, a choice of finger food to gastronomic cuisine, and the creation of
a spa, the ultimate comfort for an absolute release-grip. The amateurs of glambing machines and traditional games can
also enjoy the Casino.
In 2018, the Suite Imperiale was inaugurated, a prestige mezzanine suite with two private roof terraces, home automation,
hammam, two bedrooms, one of which is a master, a bright living room and a dining area.

Christiania

Le Pélican****
Erected in the heart of a 19th century building and connected by a glass footbridge to a contemporary extension, this new
hotel is ideally located at the entrance to the old town. It includes an experiential Ô Bon Bec restaurant (meat and cheese
cellars, etc.), with a chic lounge decor. The menu is local and offers exceptional products with Dj Live Set. The hotel has
a canopy, a tea room and a bakery by Ô Bon Pain.
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R ES I D ENCES

HOLIDAYS IN FULL INDEPENDENCE...

With a location carefully chosen, all our residences are build as closely as possible to the local tradition and all has been
designated so that our guests can find a « home away from home ».
Les Cimes*****
Luxuriate in this 5-star residence with its hotel style facilities with breakfast delivery and made to measure options by the
reception team.
There are only 12 apartments in this elegant residence located opposite the Bossonnet ski lift and just a few steps from the shops.
Relax and rejuvenate in its wellness area, complete with swimming pool and sauna.
Les Grandes Alpes****
Nestled in the heart of the village, the residence has an enviable location within easy walking distance of the shops and
slopes.
Enjoy a comfortable stay here in 4-star accommodation, swimming-pool with a warm and friendly communal area and a
panoramic view over the Aravis.
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Le Bossonnet

Les Cimes

CHAL E T S

EACH CHALET IS UNIQUE… ONE CAN FEEL A SOUL, A STYLE…

For friends or families, our chalets give them the opportunity to enjoy a vacation all together but also to benefit from
all services of an hotel
Chalet Le Cœur*****
The life of a chalet in the center of the village and next to the ski slopes with the luxury of all services from the 5* hotel Au
Coeur du Village – Relais & Châteaux. This is a unique facility in la Clusaz for nine happy guests. Each guestroom provides
ultimate comfort and spacious volumes and the decoration is finely looked after for a cocooning ambiance.
Last but not least, it has a private access to the hotel SPA.

Le Coeur

Chalet Le Bossonnet*****
Also unique is the concept of this chalet with two apartments that can be joined together from the top floor where you can
find the living rooms. Each bedroom has its own bathroom as well as separated toilet and each apartment has an outside
Jacuzzi.
Last but not least, it has direct access to the ski slopes!
Chalet Les Cimes*****
Here arise the old wood and the warm atmosphere which reign supreme. The tribe is reunited thanks to the 4 double rooms
and the child dormitory which looks like a hiding place for the youngest ones.
Last but not least, a beautiful terrace facing the start point of the ski slopes.
Chalet La Douceur*****
In the heart of the vallée des Confins, it offers two accommodations in a beautiful surrounding nature. The apartment of
90 m² will please a family of 6. For a bigger family, the spacious duplex of 240 m² is available with its own outside sauna.
The chalet can accommodate up to 20 people.
Last but not least, an astonishing view over the Aravis mountains.

La Douceur

Chalet Le Beauregard*****
Facing the start of the slopes and hikes, it offers an enchanted cocoon with a living space with fireplace opening onto the
Confins Valley as well as two bedrooms and their en-suite shower room.
Last but not least, access to the wellness area and the services of the Hotel Beauregard..

Le Beauregard
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La Voile

Le Cinq

R ES T A U R A N T S

FROM TRADITIONAL TO GASTRONOMIC CUISINE...

For us, cuisine is part of lifestyle: to share, to discover, to feel all the flavors of a dish, with your loved one, your
family, friends or co-workers.
OUR GASTRONOMIC ADDRESSES
Le Cinq - La Clusaz
An intimate address where only 28 guests can enjoy the dishes imagined by chef Vincent Deforce and his team. The cuisine
of the restaurant Le Cinq combines local flavors with products from Mauritius, dear to the chef’s heart, assembled precisely
while taking care of the visual and stimulating smells, tastes and textures.
La Voile - Annecy
Here, the menu follows the rhythm of the seasons and the desires of the young chef Adrien Tupin-Bron in a cozy atmosphere
with an incredible view over the purest lake in Europe. Dishes are contemporary, sober and elegant, highlighted by local
products and a special attention to sauces with light cooking juices. By his side, his Sous-Chef Yohan Crolas and Pastry
Chef Quentin Thevenard.

Le Bistro

Le Coeur

OUR GOURMET ADDRESSES
Le Cœur - La Clusaz
Fully renovated for winter 2019 and ideally located in the hotel Au Coeur du Village***** - Relais & Châteaux, le Coeur offers
you a gourmet menu as well as an incredible all glass cheese cellar.
Le Bistro - La Clusaz
In the heart of the ski resort and in a contemporary Savoy-style setting, the menu from le Bistro is both traditional and
innovative and changes through the year to respect the products and their seasonality.

La Brasserie

Le Riva

La Brasserie - Annecy
Under the sun of the beautiful terrace facing the lake or in the warmth of the bright restaurant inside room; dishes are here
generous, gourmets and representative of well-known brasseries.

Ô Bon Bec

Le Riva - Annecy
Located in the rotunda of the Casino with a fantastic view of the lake, this stylish and contemporary « bistro » offers modern
cuisine with an Italian influence.
Ô Bon Bec - Annecy
Opened in July 2021, this experiential restaurant reinvents the classics of our culinary heritage by giving pride of place to
exceptional products: wine cellar, cheeses, meats, cold cuts, tapas, poke bowl, eggs benedict. All year round from Thursday
to Saturday, your evenings will be animated to the sound of our Dj Live Set and in summer enjoy the terrace and the lake
view.
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CR I S T AL S PA

AN AUTHENTIC BRAND…

¨Cristal¨, referring to semi precious stones which Gaston Pollet-Villard had made one of his first jobs and Spa...

The first Cristal Spa opened in December 2010, in the unique 5 stars hotel of the Massif des Aravis, Au Coeur du
Village***** - Relais & Châteaux. The decision to create the brand was taken at the time of naming the spa of the
Impérial Palace of Annecy.
The Cristal Spa signature holds only in a few words: ¨You are unique¨.
And by creating places which immediately invite to relaxation and by associating it to a dedicated and personalized
attention, we imagined our philosophy.
All our therapists are trained for massages and treatments so that this moment becomes entirely yours, a unique moment…
The selection of brands with which we imagined the experience in these places has been thoroughly considered. Carita
and Cinq Mondes were chosen for protocols in our treatment rooms as well as products for sale.
For the best moment ever, give free access to the swimming pool, the sauna, the hammam and for Annecy to the experience
shower.
Each Cristal Spa has 6 treatment rooms among which a double one in La Clusaz and two double ones in Annecy, in order
to share these moments with the person of your choice.

MA SSA G E S IG NA T U R E

AWAKENING OF THE SENSES

A completely personalized atmosphere, music, perfume and massage. This tailor-made massage adapts to
individual needs and is available in 55 or 85 minutes.
Last but not least, the drink served directly in the treatment room for a gentle awakening.
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EN T E R T A I N M EN T

MOMENTS TO SPEND WITH FAMILY,
FRIENDS OR CO-WORKER...

As hoteliers, not only we accommodate and cater our guests, we also entertain them in our hotels thanks to shows,
workshops and other events.
MONTAIN SIDE
For music lovers, the Apéritivos with live jazz music at the hotels Beauregard**** and Au Coeur du Village*****.
For the gamers, since December 2017, the Bowling… but not only… game area (billiards, table football, pinball machines,
simulator games), projection screens for sport events and themed parties. The place to be!
For youngsters, pastry classes, clown’s show, children animations…
LAKE SIDE
Music is entertainment and jazz lovers will be over the moon with daily performance from Wednesday to Saturday and THE
evening, each first Tuesday of the month, with a top guest during the VIP Jazz Club.
As the key event during the summer, the Imperial Annecy Festival is to enjoy in three steps: jazz, classical music and
stand-up comedy.
For lovers of great thrill, head to the Casino Impérial with more than 165 gaming stations, touch screens combining the
tradition of the original game with new technologies as well as table games, English Roulette, Black Jack, Poker and Texas
Holdem. Also discover the roulette room, a fully-fledged gaming space, to become the master of the game! Not to mention
the brand new Poker Room and weekly poker tournaments!
The new and original show at the Imperial Palace: the Imperial Circus, takes you to meet the world of Circus and that of
Cabaret. Acrobatics, contortions, dances, songs, magic and humor will illuminate the stage of the Salle de l’Europe of the
Grand Cabaret of the Imperial Circus.
And for music aficionados, the hotel Le Pélican offers evening entertainment, from Thursday to Saturday, in its Ô Bon Bec
restaurant with Dj Live Set to brighten up your evenings. The programming is varied and eclectic, ranging from electro to
acoustics.

1 Bowling

1 Casino

Annecy
La Clusaz
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NEWS

LAKE SIDE ...

BISTRO CHIC
For lunch, head to the gourmet restaurant La Voile and its brand new “Bistro Chic”
concept. Discover and taste a gourmet menu, simple & chic, which draws its inspiration
from the land.
Here, pride of place is given to local and seasonal products, worked with finesse. In the
cozy atmosphere, the alliance of know-how and high standards, for a tasty and privileged
moment in all simplicity.
Smoked féra salad, Trout in gravelax, Beef tartare, Soft fig & Piedmont hazelnut tart...

POKER TOURNAMENT
Since 1 st July, 2021, in partnership with Texapoker, the Casino de l’Impérial Palace d’Annecy offers, at the start of the
month, a large-scale regional tournament, and at the end of the month, tournaments within the casino poker room.

IMPÉRIAL CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
On 26, 27 & 28 December 2022, the Imperial Annecy Festival is back in a winter version to everyone’s delight! Find the
Imperial Christmas Festival over 3 exceptional evenings ... 1 day, 1 concert, 1 theme!

LA BAIE IMPÉRIALE
Groupe PVG takes up its quarters at La Baie Impériale this summer! Fine sand,
festive evenings and idyllic views, this is the emblematic concept of this spot
ideally located on the shores of Lake Annecy!
To relax, deckchairs, hammocks and sunbeds are available for renting, to make
the most of this privileged location. In the shade of the big trees, under a
tent decorated with lights, let yourself be seduced by our Restaurant with its
bohemian chic atmosphere and its summer flavors, based on fresh products
from the short circuit.
But La Baie Impériale is also: a rooftop, a club and a nightclub, to suit your
desires throughout the day... and until the end of the night with the return of
the monument of Annecy’s parties: Le Pop !
Also, every Thursday night: a festive atmosphere, feet in the sand and head in
the stars, this is the new concept of Annecy’s future must-see evening : the
ImpéRosé, a party reserved for the over 25 years old only.
Every Friday night there is a Love Music evening and on Saturdays there is the
Golden Hour, with DJ sets and sunsets.

LE PELICAN
Le Pélican, a brand new hotel from the Groupe PVG, unfolded its wings on the shores of Lake Annecy in July 2021. Composed of 100
rooms & suites and 5 seminar rooms, it enjoys a privileged position with a breathtaking view of the lake as well as direct access to
the old town of Annecy.
The establishment benefits from an exceptional historical imprint: the main building, built in 1820 to house the hospices and
preserved during the demolition of the old hospital, has undergone an impressive renovation and is called «Le Cèdre», in tribute to
the Lebanese cedar which stands majestically in front of the hotel and is more than a century old. The project is completed by an
extension «La Scène», in reference to the L’Avant-Scène project, which perfectly links history and modernity via a glass catwalk.
Here the environment occupies a primordial place. Indeed, an innovative device allows geothermal heating and air conditioning to be
provided by a water loop created directly in Lake Annecy! It is the only water loop built in a lake in France. The hotel’s mission is to
make its customers aware of energy consumption as soon as they arrive at reception. But Le Pélican, does not stop there in its fight
for ecology by announcing to join the non-profit organization 1% For The Planet and thus undertakes to donate 1% of its turnover to
associations. environmental approvals. The hotel becomes the first hotel member of the collective and thus hopes to pave the way
for other candidates.
The experiential restaurant, Ô Bon Bec, and its Chef Sylvain Fombertasse revisit the classics of our culinary heritage to the delight
of all. As soon as you enter the wine cellars, matured meats, cold meats and cheeses (MOF Dubouloz) will make your mouth water.
Rare and chic, this approach to cooking revisits the art of hospitality, with, as a result, the pleasure of beautiful, perfectly presented
dishes. Here tapas, poke bowl, eggs benedict, give way to a new approach to gastronomy ... proof, it is even possible to taste a single
oyster.
Every weekend, from Thursday to Saturday, the evenings will be enhanced by our Dj Live Set and in summer enjoy the sun on its
lake view terrace.
And to top it off, rendezvous Ô Bon Pain, nestled in the heart of the hotel, is of course accessible to all its customers, but also to locals
from 6.30am to 8pm. Here fresh breads, pastries, cakes and the know-how of the Boulangerie Rouge, known to Annecy residents
and renowned since 1927. Open every day, it is possible to bask in the tea room, which combines relaxation and indulgence, all
comfortably seated on its benches and a green spirit thanks to its incredible canopy!
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MONTAIN SIDE...

CHALET LE BEAUREGARD
The latest of the Chalets PVG, right next to the hotel Beauregard**** and at the foot of the Bossonnet ski slope.
This comfortable 70 m 2 duplex can comfortably accommodate a family or friends in complete autonomy thanks to its
two bedrooms, its bathrooms and its living space with fireplace and open kitchen.
The +: it benefits from the services of the hotel as well as access to the wellness area.

NO UVEA U TÉS

LAKE & MONTAIN SIDE ...

NOUVELLE MARQUE : ALPEOR
Always a pioneer and attentive to its customers, Cristal Spa is concerned with choosing the
best partners.
To guarantee exceptional treatments, Cristal Spa has surrounded itself with specialized and
recognized brands in the field of beauty and well-being. With Cinq Mondes as its first partner
since 2010, Cristal Spa is updating its offer and welcoming since July 2021 the Swiss brand
Alpeor, whose choice was made as naturally as the composition of its products.

CHANGE OF MENU FOR THE RESTAURANT LE CINQ
The restaurant Le Cinq, its Chef Deforce and his team, are happy to welcome you for
this winter 2021-2022 with a brand new concept.
The chef offers you an Allamanda menu in 3 stops, and a Banyan menu in 5 stops
where the emphasis is on Savoyard products perfectly combined with the flavors of
the Indian Ocean. A real invitation to travel and escape.
Here local products are seasonal organic and/or reasoned, since they are sourced
within a perimeter of 200km maximum.

To perpetuate and constantly deepen this know-how, Alpeor and Alexandre Flueckiger, its
founder, work hand in hand with the alpine botanical garden of Champex in the Valais Alps.
This haven of peace is home to no less than 4,500 varieties of plants: a true open-air laboratory
which is also an ideal setting for raising public awareness of the fabulous powers of this plant
world.
Developed exclusively in Switzerland, all of the Alpeor collections are produced with extreme
scientific rigor to guarantee your skin a maximum level of safety. They present no risk of
intolerance, no contraindications. These high performance formulas made from certified
organic alpine plants are natural and healthy, contain no mineral oil, parabens, phenoxyethanol,
alcohol ethanol, artificial colors, silicones, or ingredients of animal origin and are never tested
on animals.

« The cuisine of Le Cinq translates into authentic and tasty flavors, just cooking and balanced
seasonings, blended in a harmony between tradition and modernity. I like it simple and showcasing
local products and the treasures of our mountains. My desire for the restaurant Le Cinq, is to combine
these local flavors with products from the Indian Ocean - more precisely from Mauritius, dear to my
heart - and to assemble them with my teams as accurately as possible while taking care the visual, and
by stimulating the originality of the different smells, tastes and textures, the Five senses of our guests.»

The Alpeor Ulticell, Horizon and Hydraswiss skincare collections result from a multidisciplinary
approach encompassing phytotherapy, dermatology and phytochemistry, allowing scientific
experts to master the origins of skin aging and to create technological and innovative solutions.
All products can be found in the cabin and on sale at the reception of our Cristal Spa.

And the good news doesn’t stop there! Indeed, it is the first time since its creation that Le
Cinq restaurant will be open for the summer season in 2022. Come and meet Vincent and
his team on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights during July and August!

ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE BAR IN AU COEUR DU VILLAGE
It is, driven by the desire to make people discover more widely the magnificent glazed cheese cellar
located in the center of the restaurant Le Coeur, that we imagined the Wine & Cheese. From the aperitif,
the customer is invited to join the cellar where he will be offered and counted the cheeses selected to
accompany the wine of his choice. Guaranteed experience!
Fruit of the joint reflection of the chef, the catering manager and the director, Meet the locals finally
appeared as obvious. Because our Chef, Vincent Deforce is committed to offering quality products,
purchased from carefully selected local suppliers and whose profession he wishes to introduce.
The appointment is therefore made during moments of exchange and sharing between these craftsmen
and holidaymakers.
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For a moment of absolute relaxation, Cristal Spa has selected the expert facial treatments
signed by Alpeor: Prélude Alpin®, a genuine Swiss wellness cure thanks to the power of plants,
Pure Harmonie®, for healthy and purified skin, Fraiches Prairies®, for a fresh and luminous
complexion as well as Riches Montagnes®, replenishing for intense hydration.
To prevent age-related signs, the New Skin Peeling Treatment helps restore skin that is radiant
with youth, not to mention the iconic Ulticell Anti-Aging Treatment, lifting, regenerating and
repairing thanks to precision technology.
New for winter 2021/2022, Alpeor’s long-awaited body treatments are arriving at Cristal Spa!
Discover the Entre Pics & Monts ® massage, invigorating and energizing, which guarantees you
a pure moment of escape, opt for the Balade Alpine ® body ritual, which perfectly combines the
peerage crystal scrub with the unmissable Entre Pics & Monts ® massage.

Céline GOURGAUD-KAY +33 (0)4 50 09 34 60 presse@groupe-pvg.fr

groupe-pvg.fr
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